
Chaotic 451 

Chapter 451: Black Armors 

As the king disappeared, the prime minister muttered to himself, “So what if there is a prior 

engagement? It is not like they are married, these engagements can be canceled. The prince of the 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom cannot just come on a fool’s errand.” After speaking with the Gesun Kingdom’s 

king, the prime minister had more or less confirmed the relations between the Gesun Kingdom and the 

Qinhuang Kingdom. Previously, he had thought the two were close, but now he knew that there was no 

intimate relations between the two kingdoms, alleviating a good amount of his fears. 

Jian Chen’s commotion at the Hua Yun Sect hadn’t been mentioned to anyone outside the sect. If news 

that the patriarch of the sect had been forced out was revealed by any disciple, they would be expelled 

and punished severely. The Hua Yun Sect had to protect their status within the Gesun Kingdom and 

prevent the news of what happened from leaking at any costs. If someone were to find out that the 

fourth master of the Changyang clan had caused such trouble at the Hua Yun Sect, the Hua Yun Sect’s 

prestige would collapse and their development would come to a standstill. At the same time, the 

Changyang clan would benefit from this and their prestige would raise at the same time as the Hua Yun 

Sect’s plummeted. 

The two grand elders were not willing for this to happen at all. 

Jian Chen and Chang Wuji had already returned to the Changyang clan, but right now, only Chang Wuji, 

Changyang Ba, and Bi Yuntian knew what Jian Chen had done. They chose to remain silent on the 

matter, but were happy nonetheless. Who would have known that the incomparably strong Hua Yun 

Sect would be dominated by their own child. Jian Chen’s military might and success was something both 

of his parents were extremely proud of. 

Afterward, Jian Chen remained within the clan and didn’t walk out often, choosing to spend his days by 

his mother’s side, talking. 

Because the tiger cub had still not finished absorbing the heavenly resources, the cub remained in Jian 

Chen’s room sleeping on his bed. 

The tiger cub was growing at an even faster rate. Jian Chen could sense a presence flowing from the 

tiger cub with a strength that was at the level of a Class 2 Magical Beast. As long as this progression 

continued, it would become a Class 3 Magical Beast within several days. 

Within Lore City in a luxurious inn, a red robed man around the age of 27 sat by a table and drank some 

wine while his eyes glanced around the place idly. 

One of the waiters came by with a platter of steaming magical beast meat and gently set it on the table 

with a bow of her head, “Honored customer, your meal is here. Is there anything else you wish for?” 

When it came to this red robed youth, all of the workers within the inn knew about him. That was 

because this youth had already lived within the inn for a month in their best room and ate their best 

foods. He had plenty of money and was quite well spoken. Sometimes, he would give gold coins as a 

reward and after an entire month, the entire staff had already been given a considerable amount of 

money that was well worth an entire year’s worth of pay. 



And so, every single worker in this inn considered this youth a god of wealth almost. 

With a wave of his hand, the waitress retreated back, allowing him to dig into his delicious meal with 

vigor. 

“Why is it that I cannot find Jian Chen? With his status and strength, he should be well known within 

Lore City. But, why is it that when I ask around, no one has heard of Jian Chen’s name before? Could it 

be that Jian Chen isn’t his real name?” The youth spoke to himself in a low voice. 

He had only been in Lore City for a month. After the ending of the Gathering of the Mercenaries, Jian 

Chen had given him instructions to find him in Lore City of the Gesun Kingdom. But what area in Lore 

City, he didn’t know. 

“It’s time to wait then. Jian Chen should have exited the Holy Lands by now. If he comes from Mercenary 

City, it’ll take him several months to get here if he doesn’t use a Space Gate.” The youth sighed before 

growing silent to dig back into his meal. 

At the same time within the stronghold of the Gesun Kingdom, two middle-aged men came riding at a 

slow pace on top of two Class 3 Magical Beast mounts before seeing the rubble everywhere. 

One of the two males was around forty years old with a bald head. He had an excellent physique that 

bulged with muscles; his appearance was so noticeable, it could be considered an attack on a person. 

The other person looked weaker than the first and wore a cyan colored robe. His black hair was draped 

over his shoulder and he had a scholarly look to him. Both of his eyes glowed with a sharp look as well. 

“Yun Zheng, take a look at that stronghold. That should be the Gesun Kingdom.” The stronger looking 

man pointed at the destroyed stronghold. 

Hearing this, Yun Zheng took out a map from his Space Belt and gave it a look before nodding. “That’s 

right, according to the map, the Gesun Kingdom is right in front of us. Seeing how the stronghold is 

damaged like that, they must have just had a war. There’s still a bloody stench in the air.” 

The burly man let out a sigh, “After half a year of traveling, we’ve finally reached the Gesun Kingdom. 

Let’s not care about it and go find a city to rest up in. I haven’t had any good meat in a long time. After 

eating, we can take it easy as we head to Lore City!” 

...... 

Outside of Lore City, five men of varying ages wore rich looking robes as they walked the path. Each one 

of them looked rather ordinary, but the auras they exuded were anything but. They even affected the 

merchants and mercenaries traveling on the same road as them so that the people subconsciously drew 

away from them as if they didn’t dare get closer. From a distance, the walls to Lore City could already be 

seen. 

Luo Tian’s hand held a gourd of wine, drinking it viciously as he walked. Then, he turned to the elder 

right next to him, “Xiao Tian, Lore City is a First Class City with an equally large area. Where are we going 

to find the Imperial Advisor?” 

Xiao Tian shook his head, “The Imperial Protector wasn’t clear in his instructions. Let us wait for what 

happens afterward to see.” 



“Ah, is the Imperial Protector truly from the Gesun Kingdom? Why is such a strong person like the 

Imperial Protector so unknown within the Gesun Kingdom? This is far too outrageous.” Qing Shaofan 

spoke questioningly. 

“I find this strange as well. With the strength of the Imperial Protector, the entire Gesun Kingdom should 

know about him. Instead, he is completely unknown, this is quite strange.” Dongyi Junbai spoke. 

Xiao Tian looked at the others with a displeased look, “That’s enough. We are already on the main 

roads. There isn’t a need to talk about such a topic. A question like this will be easily resolved later.” 

Suddenly, the sounds of hooves could be heard trotting across the ground from behind as a large group 

of black armored soldiers came storming forward on their magical beast mounts. A single trail of smoke 

rose up above the ground as they traversed through the area. Banners could be seen hoisted in the air, 

causing every single merchant and mercenary to pale. 

“That’s the Black Armors, quick, get out of the way.” One of the merchants cried out in shock before 

forcing his carriage to the side to allow the force to ride past. Then, they each looked at the army as they 

blew past them with looks of confusion. 

“The Black Armors are the strongest force that protects the imperial family. They rarely come out, so 

what’s going on today for their entire force to assemble in such a frantic manner, did something 

happen?” Many of the mercenaries began to question. 

At that moment, the five Imperial Advisors walking up front turned around to look at the charging Black 

Armors. 

“Ai, isn’t that the king of the Gesun Kingdom? Why is he running in such a hurry, could he be looking for 

us?” Luo Tian spoke with surprise. 

The Black Armors were moving at a high speed and quickly came close to the Imperial Advisors. At that 

moment, the leader of the Black Armors that was protecting the king of the Gesun Kingdom instantly 

realized who those five were. He immediately waved his hand and cried out, “Halt!” 

Instantly, the Black Armors stopped their charge, allowing the king time to dismount from his mount to 

quickly walk up to the five Imperial Advisors with a warm smile and bow, “This one had no idea that we 

would come across the honored Imperial Advisors here, how coincidental.” 

When the other Black Armors recognized who these experts were, they immediately bowed their heads 

in greeting as well. 

“Your Majesty, seeing how rushed you are, has something happened?” Dongyi Junbai spoke with a 

curious look. 

The king let out a smile, “This might be unbelievable to the honored Imperial Advisors, but there is an 

exceptional expert within our Gesun Kingdom. Despite being so young, he has already become a Heaven 

Saint Master. Just by himself, he was able to defeat three other Heaven Saint Masters without being 

damaged himself. Even this king is amazed at such a feat.” 

Hearing this, each one of the five Imperial Advisors looked at each other in surprise and amazement 

before Xiao Tian spoke, “Your Majesty, who might this person be?” 



“He is the fourth master of the Changyang clan, Changyang Xiangtian.” The king didn’t hide anything at 

all and gave a bright smile. In his heart, he knew that with Changyang Xiangtian’s talent, even the 

Imperial Advisors from the Qinhuang Kingdom would wish to bring him into their friendship. With the 

engagement from Changyang Xiangtian to his daughter and the connection with the Qinhuang Kingdom, 

the Gesun Kingdom would surely profit from this. It was very possible that Changyang Xiangtian would 

be able to bring the relationship between the two kingdoms to an even higher height. 

“The fourth master of the Changyang clan, Changyang Xiangtian!” 

The five Imperial Advisors had made sure to remember that name. Immediately, the five of them agreed 

to the follow the king to the Changyang clan. Against such a request, the king had no desire to deny 

them and agreed with a straightforward response. In his heart, he was overjoyed, everything was going 

according to plan. 

Chapter 452: Revealing His Identity 

Afterward, the five Imperial Advisors and the king of the Gesun Kingdom entered Lore City, and made 

their through the streets before ultimately stopping right outside the gates to the Changyang clan. The 

Black Armors quickly cordoned the area and stood guard to protect the king. 

Although the five Imperial Advisors were here, making it impossible for harm to befall the king, the Black 

Armors still had a job to do. 

Standing right beside the king, the commander of the Black Armors, Bi Dao stood with a stony 

expression as he looked at the Changyang clan. All sorts of feelings could be felt within his heart. He 

didn’t know what to feel exactly after being told of the news by the king. 

The Changyang clan had long since heard that the king was coming. Therefore many of the higher 

ranking members had already gathered by the gates. Even Chanyang Ba and Chang Wuji were standing 

at the very front with the elders of the clan behind them. Jian Chen and the aunts were right behind the 

elders. 

“We welcome his Majesty to our Changyang clan. His Majesty truly does bring grace to our clan.” The 

leader of the clan, Changyang Ba smiled while Chang Wuji stood by his side. 

Grabbing the present from one of the Black Armors soldiers, the king handed it over to Changyang Ba 

and smiled, “This king hasn’t been to Lore City in a long time. Since I had the time today, I decided to pay 

a visit. I do hope this king isn’t interrupting anything.” 

Changyang Ba let out a chuckle as he spoke a few words to the king before looking to the five Imperial 

Advisors right behind him with a startled look. Hurriedly, he bowed to them and spoke, “This one didn’t 

think that the honored Imperial Advisors would come by as well, our Changyang clan has neglected 

ourselves, please, please come in.” To the five Imperial Advisors, Changyang Ba’s face grew even more 

prudent without daring to be impolite. 

Chang Wuji bowed to the five Imperial Advisors as well before speaking several polite words. Then, he 

invited the group enthusiastically into the clan. If the five Imperial Advisors were to stay as guests within 

the Changyang clan, it would be a tremendous honor for the Changyang clan. 



Even the guards and elders of the Changyang clan all grew excited and happy when they saw the 

Imperial Advisors come walking into the clan compound. 

Seeing how enthusiastic Changyang Ba and Chang Wuji were, the five Imperial Advisors didn’t wish to 

look rude either. With happy smiles, they returned the polite greetings and spoke with words that were 

even more polite than the ones they had spoken back at the imperial palace. 

Afterward, the king and the other Black Armor soldiers around him followed the five Imperial Advisors 

past the gates. The king spoke in somewhat of a rush, “Changyang Ba, I’ve heard that Changyang 

Xiangtian has returned. Where might he be, and if possible, would this king be able to see him? Even 

though he is my future son-in-law, I’ve yet to see him still, hahaha.” 

A faint smile could be seen on Changyang Ba’s face while his heart seemed to glow brighter as he looked 

behind the elders to Jian Chen, “Xiang’er, come greet his Majesty.” 

“Perhaps, it would be more appropriate to call him father-in-law.” Chang Wuji suddenly spoke with a 

smile. 

Hearing this, the king was startled for a moment before quickly letting out a smile while Changyang Ba 

showed a great big cheerful smile on his face. 

The dozen elders quickly made a path through them as the white-robed, handsome Jian Chen came 

striding forward to bow toward the king. With a small smile, he spoke with neither a servile nor 

overbearing voice, “Changyang Xiangtian pays his respect to his Majesty!” 

Looking at Jian Chen with a serious expression, the king took notice of Jian Chen’s short hair, his 

handsome appearance, and the perfect balance of his face that no one could complain about. All this 

was combined with a pale white skin that suited his appearance and caused many females to be 

jealous—Jian Chen was practically a walking killer of women. With his handsome and determined face, 

Jian Chen had clearly matured and did not look like a person that could be trifled with. 

“Good! Very good!” Seeing his future son-in-law, the king was pleased, and spoke only those three 

words. As a king, he had seen many people, but even he could tell that Jian Chen was by no means an 

everyday face. Hearing about him and seeing him in person were two different things. Now that he had 

met Jian Chen, his evaluation of him had instantly gone up. 

“He is truly a dragon among men!” The king sighed in admiration. By his side, Changyang Ba had a 

prideful smile for his son. 

When the five Imperial Advisors saw Jian Chen, they were shocked. Giving each other a look, they 

immediately strode forward and cupped their hands with them as they spoke, “We pay our respects to 

the Imperial Protector!” 

When the five said “Imperial Protector”, the faces of both Changyang Ba and the king of the Gesun 

Kingdom instantly froze up. Blankly, they looked at how the five Imperial Advisors greeted Jian Chen and 

stood there without speaking for a long time. 

All of the elders and guards of the Changyang clan and the Black Armor soldiers protecting the king had 

the same expression on their faces as well. Each one stared at the five Imperial Advisors greeting Jian 

Chen with stupefied looks. 



“Imperial Protector? Just what reason are the five Imperial Advisors from the powerful Qinhuang 

Kingdom calling Changyang Xiangtian Imperial Protector?” The third aunt Bai Yushuang spoke with 

surprise. In her heart, shock had completely washed over her. 

Jian Chen forced out a smile as he looked at Xiao Tian and the others, “I didn’t think you would be able 

to find me so quickly.” 

Qing Shaofan looked around before letting out a small smile, “Honored Imperial Protector, I hope we did 

not cause any trouble for you.” 

Jian Chen let out a small breath of air, but before he could speak, Changyang Ba’s voice rang out first. 

“Xiang’er, just what exactly is happening?” Changyang Ba’s voice trembled as he tried to hide the 

confusion in his words. Everyone had heard Changyang Xiangtian referred to as the Imperial Protector, 

but none of them could believe it. 

The five Imperial Advisors had unexpectedly called his own son an Imperial Protector. Could that 

possibly mean that the reason why the Qinhuang Kingdom, specifically the five Imperial Advisors, had 

traveled countless of kilometers to provide assistance to the Gesun Kingdom was because of his own 

son—Changyang Xiangtian? 

At that moment, Chang Wuji and the king regained their consciousness and looked at Jian Chen in shock 

while also waiting for his response. 

Jian Chen hesitated for a moment before he spoke, “Father, we should speak about this in the hall.” 

Changyang Ba snapped out of his shock as well and quashed the tremors in his heart. Quickly, he spoke, 

“Yes yes, let us go to the hall. Your Majesty, honored Imperial Advisors, please follow me inside.” 

After speaking, the upper echelons of the Changyang clan, the king of the Gesun Kingdom, and the five 

Imperial Advisors all walked into the hall. Jian Chen’s mother, and his three aunts originally didn’t have 

any right to participate in this discussion. However, now that a connection between Jian Chen and the 

Qinhuang Kingdom had been revealed, they summoned their courage to join the conversation. 

Because there weren’t enough chairs for everyone, the elders of the Changyang clan were the first to 

give up their seats. The elders standing to the side did not speak a single word, instead they stared at 

Jian Chen with looks of utter shock. In their minds, they couldn’t help but think to what they had just 

heard. The Five Imperial Advisors had unexpectedly called the fourth master Changyang Xiangtian their 

Imperial Protector. They could hardly believe such a thing had happened. 

Seeing how the elders refused to sit and instead stood by the side, Jian Chen took his mother and sat her 

down in a chair before sitting in the seat next to her. 

“Xiang’er, just what is going on? Are you truly the Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom?” As 

soon as he sat down, Changyang Ba immediately spoke with the question that was raring to escape from 

his mouth. 

“That is correct, father. I have the status of being the Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom.” Jian 

Chen spoke honestly. Now that the truth was out, Jian Chen saw no need to hide the facts. 



Changyang Ba’s body began to tremble as his face started to twitch with emotion. He turned his head to 

the five Imperial Advisors as if looking for confirmation. 

The other men within the hall of the compound immediately grew silent at Jian Chen’s words. Their eyes 

lost their light as they lost themselves in thought. The elders and Chang Wuji were especially affected as 

shock rode through their hearts. The mysterious Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom had in 

truth been their very own clan member! 

The five Imperial Advisors from the Qinhuang Kingdom let out smiles and nodded to verify Jian Chen’s 

words. 

Among the entire group, the king of the Gesun Kingdom was the most astounded and unbelieving. At 

first, the identity of the Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom had been a mystery to him. It had 

left him struggling to figure out what the actual connection between the Gesun and the Qinhuang 

Kingdom was, and if it was possible to climb relations with them as if they were a tree. For the sake of 

thinking about such a thing, he had wracked his mind trying to think of a way to no avail. 

He never would have thought that the result would be so theatrical. After expending so much effort, the 

Imperial Protector he wanted to curry favor with was actually his very own son-in-law. With such a 

result, the king of the Gesun Kingdom didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

“Dear son-in-law, you have surprised your entire family.” The king forced a small smile on his face, but 

knowing that Jian Chen was the Imperial Protector caused him to be incredibly happy. He also started to 

speak to him with a different tone. 

Chang Wuji let out a sigh before speaking gratefully to Jian Chen, “Fourth master, this one had no idea 

that you had such an important status, our Changyang clan will definitely shine brighter because of 

you.” 

Now that Jian Chen’s identity had been revealed to the entire upper echelons of the Changyang clan, 

everyone looked at Jian Chen in a new light. Being the Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom was 

more than enough to completely quash a king of a small kingdom like the Gesun Kingdom. 

Chapter 453: Child of the Bi Clan 

Everyone began to talk to each other after learning of such information. Now that the five Imperial 

Advisors knew the true identity of the Imperial Protector, they began to treat the Changyang clan with a 

politeness unlike the previous noble demeanor they had used before. The five of them had an attitude 

that made the entire Changyang clan feel honored, causing the clan members faces to light up as an 

indicator of their feelings. 

Because of their connection to Jian Chen, the Changyang clan instantly leaped over the dragon’s gate 

and transformed into the mighty dragon. The king of the Gesun Kingdom was now the lowest ranking 

group in terms of power among the people present. However, the king paid no attention to the ranking 

at all and was instead very happy. He could swear that in his entire life, he had never been as happy as 

he was now. 

Everyone continued to speak for some time before a banquet was prepared. Afterward, Changyang Ba 

invited everyone to a delicious meal. 



“Xiang’er, follow your father now!” Changyang Ba began to pull at Jian Chen’s hands as they walked out. 

Jian Chen could sense that his father’s hands were shaking a little. 

After the banquet had been prepared in the spacious hall, the most outstanding maids gathered and 

began to prepare several seats around the tables. 

The five Imperial Advisors from the Qinhuang Kingdom, the king of the Gesun Kingdom, the leader of 

the Changyang clan, Chang Wuji, Jian Chen and his mother Bi Yuntian were all seated at the same table. 

This arrangement had been formed after a discussion between the high ranking elders of the Changyang 

clan. Although Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian were not at the very top of the hierarchy, because of their 

outstanding son, they were able to hold the same amount of power now that their statuses had been 

elevated. 

As for Chang Wuji, despite being a housekeeper for the Changyang clan, he had a special status within 

the clan. He was fully deserving of having the right to sit at this banquet with the high ranking elders of 

the clan. 

“Ai, Xiang’er has profited from such a disaster it would seem. When he was forced out of his home six 

years ago at the age of fifteen, I never would have thought that Xiang’er would grow so rapidly and by 

such an unbelievable amount.” Changyang Ba sighed in admiration at the table. 

“Quite right, my son-in-law is quite talented, a talent that has never been seen before.” The king 

spouted. 

Hearing what the two of them said, the five Imperial Advisors looked at each other in shock. Although 

Jian Chen was young, they had all thought that Jian Chen’s true age was at the very least older than 

what his appearance portrayed. After all, the appearance of a person was not a true way to determine a 

person’s age. After hearing what Changyang Ba said, the five of them realized that Jian Chen was truly 

younger than they thought. He was only 21 years old. 

A Heaven Saint Master at the age of 21! 

At such a thought, Xiao Tian’s heart was overwhelmed with shock. Originally, he had speculated that 

Jian Chen was fifty years old at the most, and thirty years old at the very least. Now that they all knew 

Jian Chen’s true age, they were completely mute with shock. 

Being a Heaven Saint Master at the age of 21 was something that had never been done before. The last 

outstanding genius, over the entire history of the Tian Yuan Continent, had been thirty years old at the 

very least when he had become a Heaven Saint Master. Even more surprising, that very same genius 

later on became a Saint King! 

The five Imperial Advisors made resolutions within their hearts. They would without fail try their best to 

curry favor with the youngest Imperial Protector within the history of the Qinhuang Kingdom and try to 

establish deep friendships with him. In their hearts, they knew that this young Imperial Protector would 

at the very least become an entity that would step into the realm of the Saint King. 

Even after the feast ended, nobody left. Instead, they gathered back in the giant hall of the Changyang 

clan, where they began to converse once more. It was only at night that the entire group split ways. 



In private, the king of the Gesun Kingdom seeked out Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian, “My dear relatives, 

now that the war is finally over, this king still has many things to do. So, I must take my leave tomorrow 

morning. I sincerely hope that you will be able to visit the palace with me and discuss the engagement 

between my daughter and Xiangtian. Now that they are both older, it is time to manage the marriage.” 

“Haha, of course, of course. Your Majesty, please do not worry, once the Changyang clan calms down, I 

will immediately bring Xiang’er to the palace. I hope this will not trouble your Majesty.” Changyang Ba 

laughed. Although his son’s identity was vastly different, Changyang Ba himself still approved of such a 

marriage. One reason was because he wanted to reassure the king, and the other reason was because 

he approved of the princess. Changyang Ba had seen the princess before and could only speak of her 

with admiration. The princess was truly an outstanding young lady. 

“Hahaha, what kind of talk is that? This king would be happy to receive you, it is no bother at all.” The 

king boomed with laughter. With that, the joyous mood receded as he cleared his throat and left. 

After the king left, Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian walked to Jian Chen’s room only to discover that the 

five Imperial Advisors were already inside Jian Chen’s room. 

Changyang Ba and his wife spoke several words of greeting to the Imperial Advisors before turning to 

Jian Chen, “Xiang’er, rest up for tonight. Tomorrow morning, we leave for the imperial palace.” 

“Yes, father!” Jian Chen replied. This was within his expectations, since his identity as an Imperial 

Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom had been revealed. It would be abnormal if the king of the Gesun 

Kingdom didn’t try to rope the Changyang clan into his influence as soon as possible. 

After thinking about his own identity, Jian Chen knew that the Gesun Kingdom would definitely rise in 

power thanks to the Qinhuang Kingdom. No matter what, the Gesun Kingdom was his homeland, and 

where the Chanyang clan had laid down its roots. As the child of the Changyang clan, this was something 

he should do. 

Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian wanted to speak a little more with Jian Chen, but when they saw the five 

Imperial Advisors, they had no other choice but to leave. 

After Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian left, Jian Chen let out a deep sigh before sitting back down. 

“Tomorrow morning I will be back at the imperial palace. You five should remain here for a few days.” 

“Yes, honored Imperial Protector!” Xiao Tian gave a response. Unbeknownst to Jian Chen, Xiao Tian’s 

attitude toward him had become even more respectful than before. If one were to exclude his terrifying 

potential, Jian Chen would still be able to fight the five of them by himself with his strength right now. 

As soon as the five Imperial left, one of the maids waiting outside came into the room, “Fourth master, 

the fourth lady and clan leader wish to speak with you in the hall!” 

“I understand, you may go!” Jian Chen replied. 

“As you wish!” The maid withdrew. 

Walking up to his bed, Jian Chen looked at the peacefully sleeping white tiger cub on his pillow for a 

moment before leaving his room to speak with his parents. 



It was already night outside, but the Changyang clan was still lit with fire, and black armored soldiers 

could be seen patrolling around the clan compound with icy looks. Not only were the regular sentries of 

the Changyang clan standing guard, but there were also the Black Armors which were in charge of 

protecting the king. 

When Jian Chen entered the hall, he didn’t have to worry about the activity that was normally seen in 

the daytime. There were only three people within the hall. Two of them were his parents while the third 

person was a middle-aged man wearing black armor. He recognized this middle-aged man sitting across 

from Bi Yuntian and Changyang Ba. It was his uncle—Bi Dao. 

“Xiang’er, come greet your uncle!” Bi Yuntian told Jian Chen as Bi Dao turned to look at Jian Chen with a 

happy expression. 

Jian Chen strode forward quickly before replying, “Hello, uncle!” 

Bi Dao stood up from his stool with a bright smile, “Haha, excellent! It is no wonder you are the pride of 

our Bi clan!’ As he spoke, Bi Dao strode toward Jian Chen before quickly striking at Jian Chen’s chest like 

lightning. Wind attributed Saint Force gathered in his fist before exploding like a strong gale from the 

force of his fist. 

Bi Dao’s strike had been very sudden without any premonition. Combined with his strength as an Earth 

Saint Master, even Changyang Ba hadn’t seen the attack coming. 

Jian Chen’s lips curled into a faint smile as he began to gather all of the energy of the world instantly in 

his palm. Then, he met Bi Dao’s attack straight on with a graceful swing of his palm. 

As the two sides collided, a muffled sound could be heard from the contact. However, the excellent 

control of energy from both sides made it so no energy shockwave exploded outward. 

Deng deng deng... 

After the fist and palm had made contact, Bi Dao’s legs were forced back several steps as he attempted 

to steady himself. With yet another smile on his face, he spoke, “You can truly control the energy of the 

world, Xiangtian! You’ve truly stepped into the realm of the Heaven Saint Masters. It is no wonder that 

you are the Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom.” 

“Brother, do you believe me now?” Bi Yuntian spoke with a pleased look on her face. Her own son held 

such a high achievement, making her feel extremely proud. 

“I believe, I definitely believe now, hahaha.” Bi Dao laughed from his happiness. His eyes shimmered 

with a small layer of water that quickly disappeared as fast as it had appeared, meaning no one spotted 

it. 

Changyang Ba stood up from his stool and smiled, “Bi Dao, you and your sister haven’t met for six years, 

why don’t you two chat for now. I need to arrange several things, so Xiang’er, why don’t you sit here 

with your uncle and mother?” Changyang Ba spoke before leaving. 

Very quickly, Bi Dao calmed himself and looked at his nephew with a complicated look. “A 21 year old 

Heaven Saint Master, how unbelievable. Who would have known that even after the destruction of our 

Bi clan such an outstanding child would appear?” Bi Dao sighed as his face slowly grew more and more 



serious. Looking at Jian Chen, his next words were more earnest, “Xiangtian, your uncle knows that you 

are different than you were in the past, and your uncle wants you to remember—not only do you 

possess the blood of the Changyang clan through your veins, but you also contain the blood of our Bi 

clan. The grievances of our Bi clan all rest with you.” 

Bi Yuntian’s eyebrows narrowed together as she gave a critical look to Bi Dao and spoke with 

dissatisfaction, “Brother, Xiang’er is still too young. Why must you speak of such matters now? Xiang’er 

has only just returned from the bitter outer world and finally made his way back home. You needn’t 

push even more worries onto Xiang’er now.” 

“Mother, uncle is right. I am not only the child of the Changyang clan, but the Bi clan as well. Wait until I 

have enough strength, I will definitely take revenge for the Bi clan.” Jian Chen answered in a serious 

manner. 

Chapter 454: The Grand Princess 

“Xiang’er, you don’t need to decide on what to do for our Bi clan just yet, let that wait for later.” Bi 

Yuntian spoke with concern. Despite her son being the Imperial Protector for the Qinhuang Kingdom, 

the enemies of the Bi clan were far from weak, and their identities today were still unclear. If the 

patriarch of the Bi clan was a Saint Ruler and still couldn’t resolve the matter, how would her own son 

be able to? At least for right now, it was impossible. 

“Xiangtian, listen to your mother. You only need to remember our enemies, revenge can wait for later. 

We haven’t any idea on who the enemies are, perhaps our ancestors only knew a little about them as 

well.” Bi Dao spoke in a low whisper, but as he spoke of the past, there was a pained look on his face. 

Bi Dao calmed himself down and continued, “Even though our Bi clan had four Heaven Saint Masters, 

they all fell. Even our Saint Ruler patriarch’s current status is unknown. Finding out whether he is alive or 

not is our highest priority.” 

“But we still do not know where the patriarch is located if he is still alive.” Bi Yuntian spoke with 

concern. 

“A Saint Ruler would not die easily. With Xiangtian’s talent, I believe that he will sooner or later cross 

over into the same realm. That will make looking for the patriarch easier.” Bi Dao looked to Jian Chen, 

“Xiangtian, I hope that you will be mindful and listen for news about our Bi clan’s patriarch.” 

“En, I will!” Jian Chen nodded. 

Jian Chen, his mother, and his uncle began to chat in the hall afterward before much time had passed. 

The three people there split paths and returned to their rooms to rest. 

The night quickly went by. The next morning Jian Chen walked out with the tiger cub in his hands. After 

eating breakfast with everyone, he left the Changyang clan with Changyang Ba, Bi Yuntian, the king and 

his Black Armors. The five Imperial Advisors remained behind within the Changyang clan and were 

provided for with warm hospitality. 

The reason Jian Chen had them stay within the clan compound was a selfish one. He wanted his clan to 

gain some prestige for having the Imperial Advisors with them. 



After several hours of traveling, everyone finally arrived back at the imperial palace by night. The king 

brought Jian Chen and his parents to their own personal palace rooms where they rested in. While 

there, several maids attended to them before leaving in a hurry. 

Not long after the king left, a young person over the age of twenty and an elder could be seen having a 

discussion with each other in a grand receiving room. 

At this moment, a middle-aged man came rushing in before kneeling before the youth and elder, “A 

report for the second prince and prime minister Che. The king of the Gesun Kingdom has returned to the 

palace and brought with him three people of unusual status.” 

Hearing this, the prime minister narrowed his eyes and asked, “Were you able to hear who these three 

people are?” 

“Prime minister, this humble servant was able to hear it clearly. All three of them are from the 

Changyang clan. Within the Gesun Kingdom, they hold a decisive amount of power.” The man spoke. 

A spark of light could be seen in the prime minister’s eyes as he spoke, “You may leave. Be sure to take 

note of every action they take.” 

“Yes, prime minister!” The man quickly left the room. 

The prime minister immersed himself in thought as he muttered, “The Changyang clan, so they are from 

that clan? I heard a few years back, the king of the Gesun Kingdom engaged his daughter to a person 

named Changyang Xiangtian, the fourth master of the Changyang clan. Yesterday, the king refused a 

marriage between our two kingdoms, and today, he brings the Changyang clan to the imperial palace. 

Haha, the meaning of this doesn’t even need to be said.” 

The second prince had a dangerous gleam in his eyes as he slowly drank his cup of tea. With a neither 

calm or angry voice, he spoke, “This king doesn’t know how to tell bad from good. Our Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom has already offered a union between our two kingdoms, but instead of cherishing such an 

opportunity, he has slighted us in public! Hmph!” 

The prime minister spoke with a laugh, “Calm your anger, second prince. The marriage was something 

that his Majesty ordered me to complete. This old servant will surely arrange for it to happen. The 

relation between the Qinhuang and the Gesun Kingdom is definitely not as intimate as we initially 

thought, there is no need to worry!” 

Hearing this, the second prince revealed a smile on his face, “Then I’ll be troubling the prime minister for 

your help!” 

The prime minister’s hand stroked his beard as he looked at the second prince with a smile, “Has the 

second prince been tempted by the princess?” 

The second prince nodded his head, “Her reputation precedes her. The princess truly is an excellent 

individual, not only is her talent at cultivation as strong as mine, she is also exceedingly beautiful. The air 

she carries about her is quite different than other women. Like a needle in the haystack, she is beautiful 

and elegant like a fairy released into the human world.” 



The prime minister smirked. His elderly eyes watched how moved the second prince had become, 

because of the princess. 

At the same time within a red silk laced room in the palace, a single black haired young lady could be 

seen sitting at her dressing table. Both of her arms were machine-like as she combed her own long hair. 

Her slender white fingers held the wooden comb and made the combing motions gracefully and 

naturally. 

She wore a black and white cheongsam that added a sense of purity to her beauty. Her eyes gleamed 

with a dark look that seemed as if they were concealing an ability to captivate any man that looked at 

her. 

“Yue’er, may your father enter?” The gentle voice of a man could be heard outside her door. 

“Father, you may enter!” The seated lady spoke gently. 

The door opened, revealing the king of the Gesun Kingdom who came striding into the room. When he 

saw his daughter combing her hair, he let a small sigh escape his lips, “Yue’er, your father understands 

your feelings, but your father is also the ruler of a kingdom, meaning there are situations where even I 

cannot move freely.” 

“Father, your daughter understands. From the day I was born into royalty, your daughter lost the ability 

to live her own life.” The daughter’s expression had a downcast look to it. 

“Yue’er, please do not be so sad, your father truly loves you. How could your father bear to let you feel 

anguish? Yue’er is far too oustanding, so there is only one man in your father’s mind that suits you. 

Yue’er, hurry and get dressed. We must go see your future husband, Changyang Xiangtian of the 

Changyang clan.” 

“Changyang Xiangtian? Is it not the prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom?” The girl asked in confusion. 

“The Heavenly Eagle Kingdom!” The king spoke with a low nagging voice and his eyes revealed a 

disdainful look. “How could the prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom suit my Yue’er? Yue’er, you may 

not know of this, but as things stands now, it is time to tell you.” 

The king stopped speaking for a moment as he drew closer to Yue’er. He looked at the copper mirror 

that reflected the beauty that was his daughter. With a smile, he spoke, “Yue’er, when you were staying 

at Kargath Academy in the past, I believe you met Changyang Xiangtian. After a few years, Changyang 

Xiangtian is now a person of many achievements and has far exceeded the expectations your father had. 

Did you know? Changyang Xiangtian is 21 years old, but he has already become a Heaven Saint Master. 

Furthermore, he was able to defeat three of the Heaven Saint Masters of the Hua Yun Sect by himself.” 

Yue’er’s eyes regained some semblance of vigor as her face betrayed a look of shock. She thought about 

how a 21 year old was a Heaven Saint Master. 

Next, the king followed up on his own words, “That’s not all, Yue’er, do you know why the Imperial 

Advisors of the Qinhuang Kingdom came to the assistance of our Gesun Kingdom all of a sudden?” 

At a loss, Yue’er shook her head. 



“This was completely because of Changyang Xiangtian, for he is also the Imperial Protector of the 

Qinhuang Kingdom. Those five Imperial Advisors of the Qinhuang Kingdom obeyed Changyang 

Xiangtian’s command to help our Gesun Kingdom.” As he spoke, the king of the Gesun Kingdom couldn’t 

help but reveal some excitement in his voice as he himself grew excited. 

This piece of information caused no small amount of shock to Yue’er. As she digested the words, 

Yue’er’s eyes began to widen as her cherry red lips dropped down to form an “O” shape in utter 

disbelief. 

After a long moment, Yue’er finally regained her spirit and turned to look in shock at the king. Hiding her 

mouth behind her hands, she asked, “How... how is that possible? Father, are you deceiving your 

daughter?” 

The king laughed, “Yue’er, do you think your father would play such a trick on you? Yue’er, it’s time for 

you to get dressed. In a moment, I will be meeting with Changyang Xiangtian. The Changyang clan right 

now is a clan that our Gesun Kingdom should remember to curry favor with. In the future, our kingdom 

will be relying on them.” 

“Hahaha, I never would have thought that the Imperial Protector would unexpectedly be the fourth 

master of the Changyang clan, how shocking. This one is named Ye Ming, but if the Imperial Protector 

would be happy, please just call me by my name instead of my title.” Within the palace, a white robed 

figure laughed out loud and didn’t bother to hide the joyous look on his face. This elder was the Heaven 

Saint Master in charge of protecting the Gesun Kingdom, but he had once seen Jian Chen at the eastern 

stronghold during the war. 

Jian Chen nodded his head with a smile on his face, but didn’t speak a word. 

“Honored Imperial Protector, I’ve heard that you were once a student of Kargath Academy. The 

headmaster, Khafir is already on his way here after hearing the news. I believe that he’ll be here soon. 

Wait until he hears that the Imperial Protector was actually a past student of Kargath Academy, I 

wonder what expression he’ll have, hahahaha.” Ye Ming laughed. 

“Haha, I predict that he will be far too stunned to say a word.” 

After Ye Ming spoke, another voice came out from behind them abruptly. Turning around, the two could 

see the king himself and a beautifully dressed, all in white, Yue’er right behind him. Her eyes had a 

resplendent glow to them as she looked curiously at the three people from the Changyang clan before 

ultimately glancing upon Jian Chen’s face. 

“My dear son-in-law, this is my daughter, the grand princess: You Yue. This name was personally picked 

out for her by her mother.” As they entered the room, the king introduced his daughter straight away, 

but when he mentioned You Yue’s mother, his face showed a glint of sadness. 

Chapter 455: Rescinding the Engagement? 

Jian Chen stood up from his chair and looked at You Yue with tranquil eyes and a smile, “I pay my 

respects to the grand princess!” 

The princess was wearing a white changpao and stood quietly behind the king. Her long, beautiful, black 

hair that usually cascaded down to her waist was tied up to her head in a delicate fashion. Combined 



with her beautiful looks, which were capable of felling a country, her appearance had the ability to steal 

a man’s soul. 

The princess didn’t speak a word or return a bow and instead looked at Jian Chen curiously. Her eyes 

twinkled in the light, giving her the appearance of a wise person. 

Laughing, the king spoke, “My dear son-in-law, this must be the first time you have come to my imperial 

palace. Allow my Yue’er to show you around the place.” Not even waiting for Jian Chen to respond, the 

king gave a look to the princess behind him. 

Understanding the meaning in his stare, the princess spoke gently, “Lord Changyang Xiangtian, if you 

would please follow me.” Her voice was so soft and gentle that everyone who heard her felt themselves 

at peace. 

“Then I will trouble the princess.” Jian Chen smiled as he walked forward. There were still some things 

he wished to speak with the princess about. 

Seeing him leisurely walk out with the princess, Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian let faint smiles appear on 

their faces. Having the princess as a daughter was something they were both extremely satisfied with. 

Within the Gesun Kingdom, aside from the princess, they hadn’t been able to find any other woman 

capable of fitting with their son. 

Even the king had a joyous smile on his face as he sat down next to Ye Ming and faced Changyang Ba 

and Bi Yuntian. 

“My dear family, nephew Xiangtian and my daughter Yue’er aren’t young anymore. It seems to me that 

it is best to take care of the matters of marriage straight away.” The king laughed hoping that they could 

continue the marriage as quickly as possible. 

Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian looked at each other for a brief moment before Bi Yuntian answered, 

“Your Majesty, we wholly agree to the marriage of Xiang’er to the princess. However, Xiang’er has 

grown old as well to become old enough to handle his own responsibilities. There are some matters we 

dare not meddle in, so I propose that we wait for Xiang’er to see what his opinion is.” 

Hearing this, there was a glint of disappointment in the king’s eyes, but he agreed with Bi Yuntian’s 

thoughts. 

In the imperial palace, a single guard could be seen walking into the quarters of the Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom’s envoys. Cupping his hands, he spoke, “A report for the second prince and the prime minister, 

the king of the Gesun Kingdom has brought the princess out. She and another male around the age of 

twenty were seen walking toward the imperial garden.” 

“You may leave!” The prime minister waved his hand for the guard to leave before furrowing his 

eyebrows together. 

There was a cold glint in the second prince’s eyes as his face grew dark, “That youth must be Changyang 

Xiangtian. That king has refused our toast, and now, he’ll drink to his defeat. I personally came all the 

way here just to be treated in such an absurd way? Ridiculous!” 



Even the prime minister let out a short snort, “It would appear that the king of the Gesun Kingdom is 

determined to marry the princess to the Changyang clan. Hmph, it is time to find the king himself for an 

answer.” With that, the prime minister flicked his sleeves with a furious expression. 

After the prime minister left, the second prince thought for a moment before snorting, “Changyang 

Xiangtian, let this prince see just what right you have. I am a man you cannot even touch.” With that, 

the second prince left the place to walk toward the imperial garden with several other people from the 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. 

Jian Chen walked alongside the princess as they strolled around the palace before quickly coming into a 

sea of flowers. This was a world full of fresh flowers of all kinds and all sorts of colors arranged in a 

beautiful pattern. A sweet fragrance wafted into the air allowing everyone to feel comforted with each 

breath. 

On the way, the two hadn’t spoken a single word, but it was evident that the princess truly loved this 

area. As she walked alongside the flowers with at a leisurely pace, her face revealed a gentle smile as 

she looked at the many beautiful flowers. 

“This is the biggest flower garden within the entire Gesun Kingdom. I enjoy this place, and if I am within 

the palace, I will always find myself looking at these beautiful flowers. I planted these flowers myself 

when I was young.” The princess smiled as she spoke with a voice similar to a skylark in melody. Her 

snow white changpao combined with her beautiful looks, made her resemble a fairy as she stood in the 

middle of the flowers. 

Jian Chen looked at the beautiful face of the princess for a moment before speaking, “Princess, have we 

met before?” He had been waiting to ask this question for a very long time. 

Hearing this, the princess’ eyes turned away from the flowers and back toward Jian Chen before smiling. 

“My name is You Yue, Changyang Xiangtian, do you remember it?” 

An image suddenly flashed in Jian Chen’s mind as he realized just who she was, “So it’s you? We met 

many years ago at Kargath Academy, no wonder I felt that the princess looked familiar to me.” 

The princess couldn’t help but think back to when she had met Changyang Xiangtian for the very first 

time, several years ago in the library of Kargath Academy. His thirst and enthrallment for knowledge had 

left a deep impression on her. And now, after several years, the tiny Saint had suddenly transformed to 

become one of the strongest individuals on the Tian Yuan Continent. The entire Gesun Kingdom which 

was on the verge of destruction had in fact been saved by this one individual, causing the princess to 

feel astounded. Yet, at the same time she was left in disbelief. 

Looking at the handsome face of Changyang Xiangtian, the princess hesitated for a moment before 

speaking, “ Changyang Xiangtian, I heard from my father that you are a Heaven Saint Master. Would it 

be possible for you to allow me to experience what it is like to fly?” 

Jian Chen hesitated briefly before ultimately nodding his head with a smile, “Princess, prepare yourself 

then.” With that, Jian Chen’s right hand gently grasped the princess’ arm. Despite her clothes serving as 

a barrier between his hand and her arm, Jian Chen could feel her gentle yet flexible skin underneath. 

Her arm was very minute and soft. Jian Chen’s hand could fully wrap around it despite his hands not 

being too big. 



The very moment Jian Chen touched her arm, the princess revealed a frantic expression on her face. 

Ever since she was young, no other male had touched her besides her father. Without even waiting for 

her to react, a layer of the wind element enveloped her entire body and levitated her body from the 

ground. She began to slowly float into the air. 

Jian Chen’s expression was very calm and his eyes were as tranquil as water. He slowly brought the 

princess into the air and up toward the sky. 

Soon enough, the princess calmed herself as the fresh feeling of flight captured her heart. Her face grew 

curious and happy as she looked down at the slowly shrinking palace below her. 

“Is this what it’s like to fly? This is like a bird flying through the air freely, how envious I am of their 

experience.” The princess’ face could not hide the admiration she felt. 

“The princess has talent as long as you continue to work hard, you will one day step into the realm of 

the Heaven Saint Masters.” Jian Chen laughed. The princess truly did have such talent, at her current 

age, she was already at the Saint Master realm. 

The two quickly descended back to the ground in the center of the flower garden. The look the princess 

gave to Jian Chen now was completely different than the one from before. 

Seeing the beautiful face of the princess, Jian Chen hesitated for a moment before speaking, 

“Princess...” 

“Changyang Xiangtian, call me Yue’er. That is what my father and uncle Ye Ming call me.” As Jian Chen 

opened his mouth, it was closed shut by Yue’er. Shortly after she spoke, her face grew a little red. 

“Then I shall do that.” Jian Chen didn’t argue. “Princess You Yue, there is still a matter I wish to discuss 

with you.” 

The princess remained quiet as her bright eyes continued to stare straight at Jian Chen. 

Continuing, Jian Chen spoke, “Princess You Yue, the marriage between the two of us has never been 

agreed to by either of us. Our parents may have agreed, but the way this marriage was proposed is 

something I am actually against. In the past, I hadn’t the power to do anything about it, and so I 

accepted it in silence. But it is different now. I have the power now.” With that, Jian Chen stopped 

speaking for a moment. Although he hadn’t been completely straightforward, the intelligent You Yue 

could understand where Jian Chen was going with this. 

The princess went silent for a moment as her eyes stared at the Go board on a nearby table. After a 

while, she spoke, “Changyang Xiangtian, do you wish to rescind our engagement?” 

“Princess You Yue, I believe that even you are against how this marriage was carried out. If you agree, I 

will immediately ask the king to annul the marriage. I know why your father did such a thing, but you 

needn’t worry. I am a citizen of the Gesun Kingdom; this is my home, and I will definitely protect my 

home.” Jian Chen spoke calmly. In the past, he had been completely against this marriage. However, at 

the time he didn’t have any power: he couldn’t do anything about it. Now, the situation was different 

from the past. 



The princess was silent for a moment, but her heart was anything but calm. Hearing Jian Chen’s wish to 

rescind the engagement caused her heart to feel a stinging pain of disappointment. It was if she had lost 

something extremely important. 

Chapter 456: Threat of the Second Prince 

Back when she was attending Kargath Academy, when she had heard that her father had already 

confirmed an engagement between her and someone else, the princess had been extremely against 

such a proposal. She had even gone to visit her father in person several times to try and repeal it, but all 

her attempts had resulted in failure. 

But after she had grown up, the princess had gradually come to understand the situation. Right now, the 

Gesun Kingdom could be considered to be a developing kingdom. And although she was a princess of a 

pampered status, there were many things she did not have the freedom to do independently. For 

example, she didn’t even have any margin of choice regarding an important matter like lifelong marriage 

which related to her future happiness. Thus, she was born as a victim—to be sacrificed for the wellbeing 

of her kingdom. Such a fate like this had only been gradually accepted by her as time went on. 

Initially, when she had first heard of the king’s proposal of marriage between Jian Chen and her, she had 

been against it. But since the moment she’d hear of Jian Chen’s achievements and saw his appearance, 

her heart had gradually accepted him. After all, Jian Chen was handsome and talented. If he was able to 

become a Heaven Saint Master at the age of 21, his future potential was practically unlimited. Not only 

that, but he was also an Imperial Protector for the Qinhuang Kingdom and was not arrogant despite 

holding such a status. In fact, he was rather amiable. After being enshrouded with so many glorious 

achievements, the princess’ image of Jian Chen had begun to change for the better. She could even say 

that Jia Chen was a natural born slayer of the hearts of women, the knight in shining armor they 

dreamed of. 

Thus, the princess had secretly felt delighted at this marriage before because of Jian Chen’s excellent 

qualities. Even if she were to survey the entire continent, it would be hard to find a man that would be 

able to measure up to Jian Chen. Moreover, Jian Chen’s particularly strong amount of strength and 

special status were also extremely important to the princess . The thought of having such an outstanding 

person as her future husband stirred excitement in her heart. 

But at this moment, Jian Chen actually took the initiative to suggest dissolving the marriage. This made 

the princess feel extremely disappointed. Although only a very short amount of time had passed and the 

princess couldn’t say she was absolutely smitten with Jian Chen, he had at the very least captured her 

affections. 

After a long while of silence between the two, the princess finally broke the odd silence with a question, 

“Changyang Xiangtian, could you please tell me: Why is it that you wish to rescind the marriage? Could it 

be your heart is already fixated with someone else?” 

Jian Chen shook his head, “Princess, you must have heard about what happened to me back then. I was 

forced to leave my Changyang clan for many years, and despite surviving these harsh conditions, I have 

made many enemies. They are very strong and are perhaps enemies that I cannot face off against as I 

stand today. Furthermore, there’ll be an even more serious matter in the not so distant future. The final 

results are outside my range of anticipation, but I know that I must dedicate myself to improving my 



strength so that I will be able to avoid any possible calamity. Thus, I do not wish to waste time having 

any personal considerations with a woman.” 

Hearing Jian Chen explain his reasoning, the princess let out a breath in relief before smiling at Jian 

Chen’s handsome yet determined face. “Changyang Xiangtian, it is no wonder that you were able to 

reach your current stage in such a short amount of time. Judging by how hard you work at cultivating, 

you must have suffered a lot these past few years.” 

Hearing her speak those words caused Jian Chen to inwardly sigh. In the past few years, he had truly 

suffered many hardships and paid heavy prices Not only had he walked the line between life and death 

multiple times, he had even truly died at one point. The current achievements he held today were by no 

means a coincidence. 

“Princess, I hope that you can understand. I do not wish to have a relationship at the moment. I only 

wish to improve my own strength to be able to deal with the future.” Jian Chen replied. He thought 

about the Shi family and the Jiede clan; both of these clans had Saint Rulers within their ranks. They 

were the people who really frightened Jian Chen. 

There was also the Yangji Sect of the Qiangan Kingdom. The patriarch had said something about 

guardian clans. This had also somewhat concerned Jian Chen. They shouldn’t be that major of a faction, 

but the patriarch’s words had caused Jian Chen to infer several things. And so, he started to fear that the 

guardian clans were far stronger than he had initially thought. 

Then there was also the matter with the tiger cub. Jian Chen had taken elder Xiu’s words to heart. 

Perhaps the white tiger cub had already caused a stir within the continent. The Gilligan clan had already 

been established as an enemy of the white tiger cub and would chase after it until either side dies. With 

the cub being a Heavenly Tiger God, the Gilligan clan would be extremely adamant on having it die 

before it could grow old, since the cub’s complete growth would spell destruction for the Gilligan clan. 

Right now, what made Jian Chen worry the most was that the king of the Gilligan clan would not follow 

the agreement it had made with the humans and would leave Cross Mountains in order to personally 

find and kill the tiger cub. This king was a terrifying existence that could easily kill a Saint Ruler; so Jian 

Chen didn’t dare face against the king of the Gilligan clan by himself without sufficient strength. 

Hesitating for a moment, the princess spoke, “Changyang Xiangtian. That year my father had personally 

made the proposal. But now that you wish to rescind this marriage, have you thought about the honor 

of our imperial palace?” 

Seeing Jian Chen grow silent, the princess hesitated for a moment before finally thinking of a solution. 

After a brief moment, she finally found the right words to speak, “How about this: you and I will go to 

my father and ask that the wedding be postponed for a later date?” 

“If we do that, princess You Yue will be...” Jian Chen looked a little embarrassed. If they were to do this, 

it would squander the princess’ youth. Right now he had only wished to improve his own strength, he 

had never thought about such a life-changing event like marriage. 

The princess let out a sigh in relief, after coming to a conclusion like this, her heart still felt a little 

helpless. If this were several years ago, she would’ve agreed to Jian Chen’s suggestion of cancelling the 

marriage without any hesitation. But now... 



“Ai, princess. I didn’t think that I would come across you here, what a coincidence.” Suddenly, a cheerful 

voice could be heard as a smiling youth approached them from far away. His age wasn’t all that different 

from Jian Chen’s and he was also quite handsome himself. However, he had a scholarly look to him that 

made him look weak which was a huge contrast to the determined look of Jian Chen. 

Right behind this youth were two guards around the age of fifty with steady faces and fierce eyes. 

“That’s the second prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom!” The princess whispered to Jian Chen. 

Jian Chen nodded his head slightly as his eyes hovered onto the second prince of the Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom before quickly losing interest and looking around at the beautiful and colorful flowers 

appreciatively. 

The second prince wore a luxurious robe with a folding fan held in his hand. He approached them with 

an elegant stride. Without even waiting for a greeting from either of the two, he sat down on the stool 

by the stone table without sparing Jian Chen a glance. His face held a splendid smile as he spoke to the 

princess, “I never would have imagined that I would be able to come across the princess while on a 

simple stroll. It would appear that the princess and I, your exalted prince, were brought together by 

fate.” 

The princess and the second prince exchanged several words of greeting before the second prince finally 

took notice of Jian Chen. “If I am not mistaken, then you must be fourth master of the Changyang clan, 

Changyang Xiangtian.” The second prince revealed a faint smile on his face, but his expression was 

haughty and his words did nothing to hide his arrogance. He even looked at Jian Chen with a look of 

disdain. 

“That is correct, I am he.” Jian Chen spoke emotionlessly. 

The second smiled before turning to look at the princess, “Princess, I wish to speak with Changyang 

Xiangtian in private.” 

For a moment, the princess hesitated before finally standing up from her seat, “Then I won’t be 

disturbing you two.” Then, she walked out of the pavilion and across the sea of flowers by herself. 

After the princess left, the smile on the second prince’s face disappeared only to be replaced with a 

threatening stare at Jian Chen, “Changyang Xiangtian, this prince knows of your engagement with the 

princess. But the princess is someone I have my eye on already. Each and every single suitor of the 

princess won’t be getting past me, so this prince hopes that you will go to the king and rescind the 

marriage.” 

Jian Chen gave a mocking look toward the second prince before speaking, “It isn’t your turn to meddle in 

my affairs. Furthermore, you do not even have the rights to interfere. Your majesty, if you don’t have 

anything to say, please excuse yourself.” 

The second prince’s face changed color as his eyes began to gain a cold and detached look, “Changyang 

Xiangtian, do you understand the words you are saying? Do you truly wish to have me as your enemy? 

Could it be that you wish for your Changyang clan to be destroyed? It would appear that you know not 

of the strength of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom.” 



Jian Chen’s mouth revealed a cold smile. With the second prince being so impolite, Jian Chen didn’t 

bother to give any face to the prince. With disdain, he spoke, “Your majesty, do you have the 

qualifications to even be called my enemy? The Changyang clan is not one you can anger. As for the 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom, do you believe that with just a single command, I could have your entire 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom disappear overnight!” 

“Outrageous!” The second prince roared in anger as his hand broke apart the stone table in two. His 

eyes glared fiercely with killing intent at Jian Chen before yelling, “Changyang Xiangtian, you know not of 

the difference between the heavens and the earth! Since you are so willing to walk the path of doom, 

allow this prince to see you through and through. Knowing that you have now insulted my Heavenly 

Eagle Kingdom, there will be no one to save you now. Come, apprehend him! We shall bring him back to 

the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom to see how my father will deal with him.” 

The two bodyguards standing behind the Second Prince walked forward with dark faces. The cold glints 

in their gazes carried powerful killing intent. Jian Chen’s words just now had caused murderous thoughts 

to arise in both people. They both stretched a hand toward Jian Chen’s shoulders with little concern for 

him. 

The corners of Jian Chen’s mouth tilted up into a sneer of disdain. His finger lit up, causing azure and 

violet Sword Qi to shoot out and head straight toward the two people’s outstretched palms. 

Chapter 457: Ming Dong Pays a Visit 

The two soldiers didn’t anticipate that Jian Chen would actually fight back, and the azure and violet 

Sword Qi was extremely fast as well. They had no time to dodge at all, so their palms were instantly 

skewered through with the Sword Qi, staining the area with blood. 

The two men instantly looked shocked as the sudden pain in their palms caused them to cry out 

involuntarily. They couldn’t believe what had happened as they looked down at their own hands in 

surprise. Neither of them had expected the fourth master to be so capable. 

Although they were shocked, they weren’t yet afraid of him. Even after taking the first loss, they didn’t 

have any desire to retreat just yet. A large amount of Saint Force flowed out from the both of them to 

form their Saint Weapons. Grabbing them, they stabbed out at Jian Chen. 

The instant the two guards formed their Saint Weapons, the second prince quickly retreated back in 

fright. He clearly understood their strengths, and he didn’t think that the fourth master of the 

Changyang clan would be able to force them to bring out their Saint Weapons. This event to him only 

served to scare him. 

Still sitting in the stone chair, Jian Chen’s eyes showed contempt as he looked at the two guards striking 

at him. His hand waved gently, causing Sword Qi to shoot out from his fingers, slamming into the two 

Saint Weapons. 

When the azure and violet Sword Qi made contact, the two guards shook from the blow as a 

tremendous energy vibrated through their Saint Weapons and made their entire right arm go numb. 

Their arms felt heavy as they tried to hold their Saint Weapon and their feet were dragged back away 

from the pavilion. 



The second prince looked at the two guards in shock. His expression revealed his astonishment. While 

he expected Jian Chen to react, he hadn’t expected to see such a result like this. His two guards were 

both Earth Saint Masters, so none of the three had expected any resistance. 

The sounds of battle had been heard by the princess who was appreciating the flowers from some 

distance away. Quickly hurrying on over, her eyes hovered over the broken stone table and asked, 

“What has happened for a fight to suddenly take place?” 

Standing up from his chair, Jian Chen walked to the side of the pavilion with his arms by his side. Looking 

at the second prince, Jian Chen spoke calmly, “Your Highness, you should understand that a loose 

tongue invites trouble. I hope that you will take notice of what you say. This world is not the world of 

the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom.” 

The second prince’s face grew extremely dark as he listened to Jian Chen, “A loose tongue invites 

trouble, those are smart words. Changyang Xiangtian, this prince will remember those words. The future 

is long, we will wait and see what happens next.” After those words, the second prince and his two 

guards left the place in a saddened state. 

Looking at the second prince retreat, Jian Chen had a faint cold smile on his face. The Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom was not something he could bother with. 

The princess had a complicated stare as she looked at Jian Chen before walking to his side, “Changyang 

Xiangtian, he is the prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom and this is the imperial palace of the Gesun 

Kingdom. Would this not attract trouble?” 

“There’s no need to worry, I know what the appropriate behavior will be. If trouble truly does come, I 

will bear responsibility.” Jian Chen spoke flatly. 

“That wasn’t my intention...” The princess tried to explain but was then interrupted by Jian Chen, 

“Princess You Yue, we should return now.” 

The second prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom was without a doubt one of the most heavily watched 

people within the imperial palace. Not too long after Jian Chen and the princess had left, the news that 

the second prince had suffered a loss in the flower garden had made its way to the ears of those people 

with influence. Even Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian who were chatting with the king had heard the news 

along with the other officials and the princes of the imperial palace. 

Within a splendid and luxuriously decorated palace room, three youths in their twenties sat by each 

other and were eating merrily. On the table, all sorts of exotic delicacies could be seen. 

Suddenly, a soldier came running into the room and spoke several words into the ears of two of the 

youths. 

Straight away, the two youths had shocked expressions flash over their faces. With a wave of their hand 

to dismiss the guard, they grew even more serious. 

“Princes, what has happened?” The other youth asked in confusion. 



“The guards just sent us news that the fourth master of the Changyang clan has offended the second 

prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. This isn’t good, the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom isn’t a kingdom we 

can stand to offend.” One of the princes spoke. 

“What? Changyang Xiangtian?” The third youth spoke in surprise before revealing a happy smile, “Could 

it be that the fourth master, Changyang Xiangtian has returned?’ 

“That’s correct. Changyang Xiangtian has only just returned, we only just received information of that 

not too long ago. Seeing brother Ming Dong’s expression, could it be that you know him?” The other 

prince spoke. 

Ming Dong nodded his head, “I didn’t think he would return that quickly, and to the imperial palace no 

less. Fellow princes, I will be taking my leave first then.” With that, Ming Dong quickly left the two 

princes sitting by the table with looks of surprise and disbelief. 

“Changyang Xiangtian knows brother Ming Dong?” A prince muttered in surprise. 

The second prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom looked furious as he and his bodyguards stormed back 

into his resting room. As soon as he entered the room, he slammed a palm onto a nearby table, causing 

the pricy wooden table to split in two. 

“Changyang Xiangtian, I will make you regret this. The disgrace you’ve brought me today, I will definitely 

return this favor back to you a thousand-fold.” The second prince’s eyes held a ferocious glare. As a 

prince of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom, no matter where he went, he had never been so humiliated 

before. 

By that time, the prime minister had come back with an unhappy face. When he saw the furious look on 

the second prince, he couldn’t help but ask out of curiosity, “Second prince, what has happened to make 

you so angry?” 

“The men of the Changyang clan are far too unbridled!” After saying those words, the second prince 

recounted his tale of what had transpired in the flower garden. After hearing it, even the prime 

minister’s face had grown serious as he spoke, “To be able to push back two Earth Saint Masters at the 

age of twenty, that sort of talent is terrifying. It is no wonder the Gesun Kingdom’s king specifically 

chose the Changyang clan. It was because of Changyang Xiangtian.” 

The second prince turned to look at the prime minister, “Prime minister, could it be that your discussion 

with the king failed as well?” 

The prime minister nodded his head, “That’s correct. The king is adamant on having the princess marry 

Changyang Xiangtian. Even if I were to move the entire Heavenly Eagle Kingdom here, he would not 

budge an inch.” 

“However, the king is in his right to do as he does. If I were him, I would act in the same manner. I never 

imagined that Changyang Xiangtian had such a strength like this. If a talent like this is given time to 

grow, his future will hold no barriers. It is possible that he may usher the Gesun Kingdom into a golden 

age.” 

The second prince’s eyes flashed with a fierce killing intent before speaking, “He is a threat to the 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. In the case that the Gesun Kingdom grows strong, they will endanger our 



kingdom. Changyang Xiangtian cannot be left to live.” With each word he spoke, his voice grew 

progressively colder. 

The prime minister nodded, “That’s correct, I have the same sentiments as well. With Changyang 

Xiangtian speaking such outrageous words, this gives us an excuse to act.” 

“Then I will bring some experts to take down Changyang Xiangtian.” Unable to wait for even another 

moment, the second prince began to move. 

“Wait a moment!” The prime minister spoke. “Your Highness, this servant has two ways to solve this.” 

Then, he began to whisper into the second prince’s ear. 

Jian Chen and the princess returned to the imperial palace where the king and his parents were still 

chatting to each other. 

“Ah, my son-in-law, your timing is impeccable. Since you and Yue’er are no longer young, I believe that it 

would be a fine time to quickly wed the two of you.” The king laughed as if he was in a hurry to quickly 

wed his daughter. 

Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian both had smiles on their faces as well as clear indications that they stood 

with the king. 

Hearing this, Jian Chen hesitated for a moment, “Your Majesty, there is still some matters I need to take 

care of in the near future. I do not have time to consider a relationship at this moment, so we should 

postpone this wedding for now.” 

The king narrowed his eyebrows and shared a look with Changyang Ba with an awkward expression. 

“Father, your daughter also wishes to postpone the marriage for a later date.” The princess suddenly 

spoke with a face that betrayed no emotion at all. 

Hearing that Jian Chen and the princess both wished to postpone the marriage, the king had no other 

choice. With a sigh, he replied, “Fine then, since you two both wish to postpone it, then we shall 

postpone it.” The king’s face could barely hide his disappointment. Now that the fourth master of the 

Changyang clan had a status far unlike the one before, the king could only go along with him and feared 

to go against him. 

“Xiang’er, why are you doing this?” Bi Yuntian had a reproachful look. 

“Mother, your son still has many things to do. There is no time at the moment for a marriage.” Jian Chen 

had a bitter smile on his face. To the others, he was an Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom with 

the strength of a Heaven Saint Master. But only he himself know the extent of his strength. 

The wedding being postponed indefinitely had caused Changyang Ba, Bi Yuntian, and the king to all feel 

disappointed. As parents, they had naturally want to see their own child start a family, especially to a 

person that was superior in their traits. 

Everyone left soon afterward with Jian Chen and his parents heading to the room allocated for them. It 

was one of the more expensive palace rooms that was specifically made to receive such guests. 



At that moment, a guard came running in with a message. “A report for the fourth master Changyang 

Xiangtian. There is a man named Ming Dong seeking audience.” 

Chapter 458: Midnight Assassination 

At that moment, a guard came running in with a message. “A report for the fourth master Changyang 

Xiangtian. There is a man named Ming Dong seeking audience.” 

Hearing Ming Dong’s name, Jian Chen was stunned for a moment before a joyous smile overtook his 

face, and he quickly left the room. 

Seeing Jian Chen walk out of the palace, the white robed youth standing outside revealed a smile. This 

was the Ming Dong that Jian Chen hadn’t seen for half a year. 

Ming Dong had a happy smile as he walked toward Jian Chen and slapped him on the shoulders, “Hey! 

Jian Chen, you actually did return! I was expecting you to come back later.” 

Jian Chen looked over Ming Dong—there was a noticeable difference from the Ming Dong of half a year 

ago to the one right now. His aura had calmed down a bit and he no longer looked as impatient as 

before. 

“Let’s talk inside!” Jian Chen laughed as he brought Ming Dong into the palace. This was the special 

palace allocated to Jian Chen by the king, so there were around fifty Black Armor soldiers outside. 

The two sat down in two chairs. A maid brought the two some snacks and two cups of tea before leaving 

after being dismissed. 

“I was just planning on going to find you, but who would have thought that you were hiding away in the 

palace?” Jian Chen was quite delighted. Ming Dong and him were like good brothers, now that they had 

both met once again, they were naturally be happy. 

“Back when the war had only just finished, I accepted the king’s invitation. His kindness is a hard thing to 

decline so I stayed within the palace for several days to try out the lifestyle here. This is the very first 

time I’ve lived in such a way, so I decided to stay for a little longer.” Ming Dong laughed. 

“Then are you done with such a lifestyle?” Jian Chen laughed. 

Ming Dong took a bite of a snack and began to chew before speaking vaguely, “I originally planned on 

staying for a little longer. But now that you’re back, wherever you go, then I, Ming Dong, will naturally 

follow.” 

Suddenly, Ming Dong looked to Jian Chen, “Ah, Jian Chen, should I call you Changyang Xiangtian or Jian 

Chen?” 

“Just call me Jian Chen, I rather like that name. The name ‘Changyang Xiangtian’ is something only my 

clan calls me. Outside of that, I am Jian Chen.” Jian Chen spoke without hesitation. 

Ming Dong nodded his head before looking serious, “The assignment you gave me has already been 

completed. The Heaven’s Stolen Fortune has already been given to your father. I know of your 

circumstances too. When the time comes, don’t forget to call for me to help deal with the Hua Yun 

Sect.” 



Jian Chen laughed, “There’s no need. I’ve already dealt with the Hua Yun Sect.” 

Ming Dong was startled for a moment before he asked in confusion, “Dealt with? How so? Don’t tell me 

that you’ve forgiven the Hua Yun Sect that easily.” 

Jian Chen and Ming Dong continued to talk through the night. When it came to Ming Dong, Jian Chen 

did not hide anything. Everything that had happened after the two had split, Jian Chen told him aside 

from the matter with the tiger cub. It wasn’t because he didn’t trust Ming Dong, but it was because the 

fewer people that knew about it, the better. Plus, if he did tell Ming Dong, there was a chance Ming 

Dong would feel a larger amount of pressure. 

After listening to Jian Chen speak of what happened, Ming Dong let out a slow breath of air. It was when 

Jian Chen spoke of the battle with the eight Heaven Saint Masters that Ming Dong had nearly leaped out 

of his skin. 

“I never thought that so many things like that could happen. The Jiede clan and Shi family cannot be 

allowed to get away with this. Wait until we gain enough strength, we will definitely make those two pay 

a heavy price. But Jian Chen, this disaster has brought you some profit as well. Although you came 

across such misfortune, your strength has grown exponentially. You’re even a Heaven Saint Master now 

as well as an Imperial Protector of the Qinhuang Kingdom. I can barely believe it. If I’m not wrong either, 

you’re only 21 years old.” 

It was only when it was late at night that Ming Dong left Jian Chen’s place. As an esteemed guest of the 

Gesun Kingdom, he had his own room. 

After Ming Dong left, Jian Chen walked into his own room and sat on the bed to meditate. At this time, 

the tiger cub that had previously been sleeping on the bed, from absorbing the heavenly resources, 

finally awoke. 

Refreshed, the tiger cub stood on all four of its limbs and blinked its bright eyes at Jian Chen. Then, its 

body leaped onto Jian Chen’s shoulder and used its shaggy head to rub Jian Chen’s face as it let out a 

purr of content. 

The cub was able to control the size of its own body, so at the moment, its body was about the size of a 

third of a meter. This was the equivalent to the size of a small cat, making it look rather cute. 

Taking the cub into his hands, Jian Chen regarded the strength of the cub with a small smile on his face. 

In just these past few days, the tiger cub had reached the strength of a Class 3 Magical Beast. This rate 

of growth was absolutely terrifying, and if this trend were to continue and he had enough heavenly 

resources, then it wouldn’t even take another year for the cub to become a Class 5 Magical Beast. 

“It’s no wonder that the Heavenly Tiger God was a being only seen in the ancient past. This rate of 

growth is far too quick.” Jian Chen sighed with admiration. 

Taking out several roots of thousand year heavenly resources from his Space Ring, Jian Chen spoke, 

“Continue to work hard and improve your strength. That way, you will be able to defend yourself.” 

There was an undeniable allure from the heavenly resources to the small cub. Upon seeing the thousand 

year heavenly resources in Jian Chen’s hands, the tiger cub’s eyes began to sparkle before it quickly 



wolfed them down. Once it had ate its fill, with a content glint in its eyes, it curled up on Jian Chen’s bed 

before falling asleep to absorb the resources. 

Seeing the sleeping tiger cub, a look of worry crossed Jian Chen’s face, “As time goes on, the amount of 

heavenly resources will be larger, and the amount of time needed to absorb them will increase as well. I 

don’t know how much longer the heavenly resources I have on hand will last me. I will have to think of a 

solution soon.” 

Afterward, Jian Chen slowly closed his eyes as he brought out two Class 5 Monster Cores. Without any 

Ruler Armaments, Jian Chen could only rely on the energy within the monster cores to convert to 

Chaotic Force. 

Jian Chen knew that the Chaotic Force was extremely strong, and despite it having no use at the current 

moment, there would be day in the future where he would be able to use it after establishing a 

foundation for it. This foundation was his body. If he could strengthen his body, he would be able to 

withstand the Chaotic Force coursing through it. So right now, he needed enough Chaotic Force to 

strengthen his body. 

When he could make use of the Chaotic Force, Jian Chen was confident that his strength would make 

another large leap in quality. 

After half the night when the entire palace was a fearful calm, a squadron of Black Armor soldiers 

continued to patrol. They made their way around the imperial palace, moving in every direction in an 

attempt to protect the peace. 

Suddenly, a single figure hidden in the night came flashing forward headed toward Jian Chen’s palace 

without a single sound. The darkness of the night protected his body from detection, as if he had 

became one with the darkness. Even if someone were to get close to him, they would be hard pressed 

to know that he was there. 

This mysterious figure easily dodged the outermost Black Armor soldiers protecting the palace and 

slipped inside. Like the outside, the inner palace was dark without any lighting. 

The surrounding darkness bore no effect on the figure, allowing him to see everything clearly. Looking 

around himself, the figure silently entered Jian Chen’s room where he saw Jian Chen sitting on his bed 

meditating. 

Inching closer to Jian Chen until he was within ten meters, the figure took out a jade bottle and gently 

uncorked it, causing a faint gas to float toward Jian Chen. 

Waiting for the gas to fully assimilate into the room, he put away the bottle and replaced it with a black 

dagger. With a black stream of light, the dagger in his hand instantly shot toward Jian Chen’s throat. 

Suddenly, an azure and violet glow of light flashed in the room before the crisp sound of metal hitting 

metal could be heard. The forward momentum of the dark figure came to a grinding halt before his legs 

staggered back several steps. With each step he made, the clear, distinct sounds of footsteps could be 

heard. 

“How uncommon, to think that I would come across someone with the dark attributed Saint Force.” A 

gentle voice could be heard within the dark room. As if the darkness hadn’t affected his vision either, 



Jian Chen opened his eyes from his meditative state, and stared straight at the figure hiding in the 

darkness. 

“You... you’re not affected? How can that be?” The hidden assailant cried out in shock. 

Jian Chen laughed, “Your poison was far too weak and had no effect on me.” 

The figure knew that his assassination attempt had failed and he had even been discovered. This was a 

battle that he could not win. Without hesitation, the figure flashed away in a streak of dark light toward 

the outside without a sound. 

Dark attributed cultivators were nicknamed the kings of the night. The night time was their domain. 

They could hide their auras perfectly within the darkness as if they were one with the night, making it 

hard for anyone to detect them. 

“Did you think running would be that easy?” Jian Chen laughed as he clutched at the air with his hand, 

causing the previously dark room to be illuminated. In an instant, a fire red sword materialized in the 

room. The room was lit up from the light of a red flame that startled the guards on the outside. 

“Whoosh!” With a wave of his hand, the fire sword quickly shot away, like an arrow, from the room and 

ultimately toward the dark figure. 

“Bang!” A fierce explosion could be heard as the light from the fire spread throughout the sky, alerting 

the entire palace. The assailant was engulfed by the flames with a scream, revealing his position. His 

clothes had been set aflame, and although he had managed to escape the fire, he had suffered serious 

injuries. 

“An assassin!” 

“There’s an assassin!” 

The previously quiet palace quickly turned lively as many Black Armor soldiers came running toward the 

source with torches. Many figures flashed across the rooftops as the higher skilled figures charged 

toward the flames at a rapid pace. 

Upon seeing his position was revealed, the assailant had no wish to remain here any longer. He tried to 

climb into the darkness to escape despite his wounds. 

At that moment, an azure and violet flash of light could be seen flying at an extremely fast pace, 

blocking the man from escaping. 

Chapter 459: One After Another 

“How outrageous, to dare try to assassinate the brother of I, Ming Dong, you truly don’t wish to live.” 

Ming Dong’s face was dark as his eyes revealed a ferocious killing intent. He lashed out with a gust of 

wind attributed Saint Force directed at the head of the assailant. 

“Bang!” Following the muffled sounds of contact, the assassin’s head had blood fly out from where he 

was hit. Ming Dong had cracked his skull, causing a part of it to dent in a little bit. Without another 

sound, the assassin fainted. 



All of the Earth Saint Masters within the palace had finally arrived by the assassin’s side. Each one held a 

single torch to illuminate the night and peered down to look at the assassin’s face. 

The assassin’s clothes had already disintegrated into ashes so that he was almost naked. Even his hair 

had been burned away and his skin was a darkened hue. His face had been disfigured, and with the 

injury given to him by Ming Dong, his appearance was already far too long gone to know who he was. 

Quickly, a hundred Black Armor soldiers came rushing forward with even more Black Armor soldiers 

starting to congregate from all over into the area. 

“What has happened just now?” A deep voice called out from behind as the king came striding forward 

in his sleeping clothes along with several bodyguards. 

“Your Majesty, an assassin infiltrated the palace in an attempt to assassinate the fourth master of the 

Changyang Clan. But he was apprehended in the end.” A Black Armor soldier reported to the king in a 

low whisper. 

Hearing this, the king had a dark expression. “Arrest the assassin and throw him into the prisons. 

Interrogate him until we find out just who he is.” 

“Yes!” Immediately, several soldiers took the fainted assassin and bound him up. Afterward, two Earth 

Saint Masters personally took the assassin away from the area. 

By this point, Jian Chen had arrived as well with both hands behind his back as he strolled toward 

everyone with a calm expression. 

Walking to Jian Chen’s side, Ming Dong asked, “Jian Chen, are you alright?” 

Shaking his head, Jian Chen responded, “I’m fine, he didn’t touch me.” 

With concern, the king arrived by Jian Chen’s side as well, “Son-in-law, are you unharmed? That assassin 

didn’t harm you I hope. You needn’t worry, this king will do his best to investigate this matter.” With 

Jian Chen’s newfound status supporting the Gesun Kingdom, the king’s personality to him had changed 

to be even more respectful. 

Jian Chen hesitated for a moment before nodding his head. “Then I’ll be troubling you.” 

News of a mysterious assassin infiltrating the palace had caused ripples through the palace. Not only 

was the king surprised, but even the imperial palace’s Heaven Saint Master Ye Ming had been startled 

before coming in person. The appearance of an assassin was no small matter, and his target was a 

particularly special person. 

However, as a suggestion of Jian Chen’s, the matter was quickly brought to rest. Not too long later, the 

palace had grown silent once more. But now, even more Black Armors could be seen patrolling the 

palace during the night. And right outside Jian Chen’s palace, the amount of soldiers had quadrupled in 

number, leaving 200 Black Armors standing around. 

Although the king knew that this served as decorative purposes only, it was the least he could do on the 

surface. 



Jian Chen returned to his room and sat back down on the bed once more. Both of his eyes had a glint 

that radiated with a cold killing intent. 

The night quickly passed, but in the morning, the loud sounds of clamor could be heard outside. 

Several Black Armor soldiers stood right outside the palace gates in a single line with stone expressions. 

They radiated a fierce spirit ready to kill. The head soldier spoke in a polite voice, “Your Highness the 

second prince and honored prime minister, this is the imperial palace of the fourth master of the 

Changyang clan. Without his permission, you cannot go inside.” 

Opposite of them, a dozen soldiers dressed in a similar fashion from the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. 

Leading that group at the front was the second prince and the prime minister. 

“Changyang Xiangtian has insulted our Heavenly Eagle Kingdom and even more serious, he has treaded 

upon the honor of our kingdom. You will stand aside now. If not, then do not blame us for being rude.” 

The second prince spoke harshly with an imposing amount of power. Although this was the imperial 

palace of the Gesun Kingdom, none of the people from the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom saw the kingdom as 

a threat in any way. 

“Your Highness, no matter what the reason is, you cannot go in. Unless you have received the 

permission of the fourth master, we cannot let you in.” The soldier spoke without backing down. 

“Hmph, a tiny soldier is actually blocking the path of a prince? How preposterous is that?” The prince 

grew furious and waved a hand, “Charge in! If there’s anyone that obstructs your way, give them no 

mercy.” 

“Yes!” The group from the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom shouted as they waved their Saint Weapons. 

Although they had only forty people, each one of them were Earth Saint Masters. Even at the peak of 

the Gesun Kingdom, the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom’s strength was many times stronger than them and 

could easily dispatch multiple Earth Saint Masters. 

In contrast, out of the 200 Black Armors, only five of them were Earth Saint Masters. The rest were 

Great Saint Masters in majority. Thus, the difference between the two kingdom’s strengths was as clear 

to see as night and day. Despite this however, the Black Armors refused to show any weakness and 

brought out their Saint Weapons. 

“Stay your hand!” A sudden voice called out as Jian Chen came walking out from his palace out of the 

blue. On his face, a dark expression could be seen as he took notice of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. 

“Changyang Xiangtian, I had thought that you would at least try to hide, but you actually came out.” The 

second prince’s eyes were like fire as they burned with the humiliation that was etched in his memory. 

One step at a time, Jian Chen walked out from the palace and toward the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom’s 

group with cold eyes. “Explain your reason for coming today.” 

“Changyang Xiangtian, you insulted my Heavenly Eagle Kingdom yesterday and stomped upon my 

kingdom’s honor. If you have any sense left, then sit still and let yourself be captured so we can bring 

you back to our kingdom to await the king’s punishment. Otherwise, you’ll have to bear the 

responsibility if you don’t.” The second prince spoke arrogantly. This time he had been prepared and 

brought multiple experts so he wasn’t afraid of Jian Chen. 



Jian Chen’s face had a cold smile on it as he looked at them with disdain. “Second prince, if you leave 

now, then I’ll let bygones be bygones. Otherwise, I will offer you the same advice, you will have to bear 

the responsibility of your actions.” 

The second prince’s eyes flashed fiercely, “You seek death, arrest him!” As soon as the second prince 

spoke, the Earth Saint Masters had charged straight at Jian Chen. 

“Obstruct them!” The leader of the Black Armors shouted. Five of their Earth Saint Masters immediately 

flew forward to stop the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. 

Jian Chen gave a small snort before pointing a finger. Several rays of azure and violet Sword Qi flew out 

from his finger tips and instantly shot toward several of the Earth Saint Masters from the Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom. 

The Heavenly Eagle Kingdom’s Earth Saint Masters were just about to fight the Black Armors. Therefore, 

they hadn’t paid any attention to Jian Chen. In the next moment, the Sword Qi pierced a hole straight 

through their chests. 

The experts of the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom let out grunts as they retreated backward. They revealed 

looks of astonishment as they looked at Jian Chen behind the Black Armors. 

“Changyang Xiangtian, do you truly wish to make the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom your enemy? You don’t 

know the extent of our Heavenly Eagle Kingdom.” The prime minister spoke seriously; Jian Chen had 

beaten his expectations by large margin. 

“And what does the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom matter? Two envoys from the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom, do 

you believe that you will be able to walk away from the Gesun Kingdom’s palace today?” 

As soon as the prime minister spoke, another aggressive sounding voice could be heard from behind. At 

this voice, the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom experts turned around with an incredibly furious expression. A 

single white-robed youth around the age of 28 came walking forward. The previous words were clearly 

spoken by him. 

Chapter 460: You and What Army? 

The second prince let out an angry smile, “Good! Very well then, it seems that the Gesun Kingdom truly 

wishes to make the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom our enemy. Youngster, it matters not who you are, today 

this prince will ensure that you do not leave this place alive.” 

“You and what army?” The youth’s face had a look of disdain on it. Such a look of disdain caused the 

second prince to burst into a furious storm. If it weren’t for the fact that he had no idea who this youth 

was, he would have long since ordered his soldiers to attack. 

“Sire, who are you? Do you know that your words may be giving trouble to the Gesun Kingdom?” The 

prime minister spoke with a dark expression. 

The youth laughed, “This one is named Ming Dong. I am not from the Gesun Kingdom, so don’t even 

bother linking me with them. Changyang Xiangtian is my sworn brother, if you truly dare to seek trouble 

with my brother, you will first have to go through me.” 



“Very well. Then allow us to see what sort of power you have to act so savagely.” The second prince 

looked angrily at Ming Dong with a furious look, “Go and capture him.” 

Three more experts from the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom charged toward Ming Dong with bright but cold 

eyes. Their Saint Weapons rippled with a large amount of energy as they surrounded and struck at Ming 

Dong without mercy. 

With a little snort, Ming Dong’s eyes flashed with a cold light as his Saint Force condensed in his right 

hand. In the next moment, a cyan-colored long sword materialized in his hand before striking out three 

times to meet the three Saint Weapons of his enemies. 

Following the metallic clang from the clash, the three Earth Saint Masters from the Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom’s paled in the face. Although the youth in front of them was quite young, his strength was no 

less than theirs. The cyan-colored sword had contained a stronger amount of Saint Force than their own 

weapons, and he was far more of a match for them. With this single collision, the Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom’s experts had been forced back several steps with startled expressions as they looked at Ming 

Dong. 

“A Sixth Cycle Earth Saint Master, you’ve reached such a level?!” One of the Earth Saint Masters cried 

out in shock as disbelief filled his face. They themselves were geniuses with talent, but it was only after 

making use of a large amount of resources and dozens years of hard work that they were able to make it 

to the realm they were in now. But now, there was a youth that was no older than thirty years with a 

strength far beyond their own. This to them was a huge shock. 

“What, he’s a Sixth Cycle Earth Saint Master?” The second prince was startled as well. Looking at Ming 

Dong’s young face, his heart felt disbelief. However, his face darkened for a moment before speaking, “It 

matters not if he’s a Sixth Cycle Earth Saint Master. Have some of you go capture him for daring to speak 

such arrogant words to your prince. This cannot be forgiven, otherwise, where would the honor of our 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom go?” 

“Yes!” At the prince’s command, another six Earth Saint Masters came forward to strike at Ming Dong. 

“His Majesty the king has arrived!” 

Suddenly, a single large cry could be heard as the king and several Black Armor soldiers could be seen 

walking by his side in a hurry. The king wore a long white robe with his hair somewhat disheveled. 

Clearly, he had been in a rush to come over; Changyang Ba and Bi Yuntian were right behind him. 

The king cast an eye down at the spectacle before him before looking to the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom 

with a dark look. “Second prince, what is the meaning of this?” There was an angry look to the king’s 

eyes as his attitude toward the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom dropped several degrees in temperature. 

“Your Majesty, Changyang Xiangtian and Ming Dong are far too impudent and have offended my 

Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. This prince wishes to take these two back home to await my father’s 

punishment. Each and every man that dares to offend my Heavenly Eagle Kingdom cannot be forgiven. 

This is a matter that you should stay out of.” The second prince spoke coldly as if to look down on the 

king. 



“Second prince, you will take your men and leave this place at once. If you continue to make trouble, 

then your Heavenly Eagle Kingdom will not be able to handle the consequences.” 

The second prince snorted, “Your Majesty, could it be that you wish to get in the way of my Heavenly 

Eagle Kingdom?” 

“Second prince, this is the imperial palace of the Gesun Kingdom. This is not your Heavenly Eagle 

Kingdom.” The king was furious now. Now that the Gesun Kingdom had the rapport of the Qinhuang 

Kingdom, he no longer feared the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom. Furthermore, the Imperial Protector of the 

Qinhuang Kingdom was his future son-in-law, this connection between them was nearly as tight as iron. 

“And if we continue to persist on this matter?” The prime minister asked. 

“If you continue to persist on making trouble within the imperial palace, then do not expect I, Ye Ming, 

to be sensitive to your feelings.” A sound came from the sky as the white-robed figure of Ye Ming came 

flying in, landing right beside the king. 

Prime minister Che let out a snort, “It appears that the Gesun Kingdom truly desires to see our Heavenly 

Eagle Kingdom as an enemy. Fine then, senior Georgien, we will be troubling you to make the first 

move.” 

At the prime minister’s words, a single fifty year old man came forward from the group. The man was 

rather ordinary looking without any single outstanding detail to him. A figure like him would be easily 

looked over. 

“I didn’t think that your envoy group would have a Heaven Saint Master. I, Ye Ming, have made an error 

in judgement.” Ye Ming laughed with eyes that revealed some astonished. 

The prime minister and the second prince were practically oozing with confidence, leading the prime 

minister to say, “A prince of our Heavenly Eagle Kingdom came from far away, if there was no Heaven 

Saint Master as his bodyguard, the king would never be satisfied.” 

“That much is true.” Ye Ming nodded in agreement. “However, you only have one Heaven Saint Master, 

that does not change much.” 

Georgien stepped forward with a earth-shattering amount of power flowing out from his body. “It 

appears that your Gesun Kingdom is dead-set on making our Heavenly Eagle Kingdom your enemy. 

Changyang Xiangtian and Ming Dong are two characters that we will definitely bring back. If you 

continue to intervene, then our two kingdoms will meet again with swords and shields.” 

At this moment, Jian Chen spoke, “Senior Ye Ming, since they are so determined to take me, then let 

them take me. I will settle this matter myself, you needn’t join in.” Jian Chen spoke with a calm 

expression, but his eye toward the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom was full of discontentment. 

Ye Ming and the king both looked at each other for a moment before the king spoke, “Alright, since that 

is what my son-in-law wishes for, then this king dares not disagree.” 

“Jian Chen, this group of men is too impudent. We have to teach him a lesson, I’ll cheer you on!” Ming 

Dong spoke. He knew just how strong Jian Chen was in his heart. 



Jian Chen nodded his head with a smile. Facing the Heavenly Eagle Kingdom, he spoke, “Since your 

group wishes to take me back, hurry up and make your move. I don’t have that much time to squander 

with you.” 

“You rampant brat!” Georgien’s face grew dark. He knew that Jian Chen was quite strong himself, but he 

made the first move anyway. Transforming into a blur of light, his right hand rippled with Saint Force 

before attempting to slam it into Jian Chen’s throat. 

Jian Chen’s right hand made a fist and brought a large amount of the fire element in the world around it. 

Without any hesitation, he brought it against Georgien’s own hand. 

As the two sides met, a large amount of energy flowed in every direction causing dirt and sand to fly 

everywhere, throwing up a dust storm that covered the entire place. 

After the strike, Georgien’s body was sent flying back. With a startled look at Jian Chen, he exclaimed, 

“That was the energy of the world! If you can control the energy of the world, you’ve already stepped 

into the realm of the Heaven Saint Masters!” 

At this remark, those who had not known about Jian Chen’s strength let out looks of extreme disbelief. 

Even the normally stone-faced Black Armor soldiers were shocked. 

“What! A Heaven Saint Master? Changyang Xiangtian is a Heaven Saint Master? No, that can’t be! That 

can’t be possible!” The second prince grew pale instantly as shock registered on his face. Even the prime 

minister had a nasty look on his face. 

“It is quite unfortunate that you found out too late.” Jian Chen spoke coldly. A bright glow of azure and 

violet light could be seen as Jian Chen brought the Origin Energy of the Sword Spirits toward Georgien. 

Knowing that he was now fighting a man of equal ranking as him, Georgien could hold back no longer. 

Immediately bringing out his Saint Weapon, he slashed at Jian Chen as well. 

“Ding!” 

Georgien simply had no idea how strong the Origin Energy of the Sword Spirits were. At the moment of 

impact, between the Saint Weapon and Origin Energy, a large metallic sound could be heard before a 

decent-sized hole appeared on Georgien’s Saint Weapon. 

“Pft!” Georgien sprayed out a mouthful of blood as his face instantly grew pale. At the same time, he 

looked down at his Saint Weapon with a look of shock. 

“H-how... how is this possible? Yo-you... you damaged my Saint Weapon!” Georgien cried out in shock. 

Fear flooded his body in waves and completely unsettled him. 

Jian Chen gave Georgien no breathing room and immediately brought the Origin Energy together in a 

resplendent light that shot toward Georgien a second time. 

After taking a loss the first time, Georgien was now afraid of the azure and violet Sword Spirits. Fearing a 

second clash, he immediately dodged the blow. Jian Chen hadn’t stopped to rest after the miss. Making 

use of the Origin Energy, he considered it to be the same as his old Light Wind Sword. Despite not 

having any Saint Force inside his body to support himself or maintain a high speed, with the wind 

element aiding him, Jian Chen’s speed was not too slow either. 



Georgien had only just dodged the third blow by a narrow margin, but before he could stabilize himself, 

Jian Chen’s fourth sword strike had already come down on him. Forcing Georgien in a situation where he 

couldn’t dodge, he could only use his Saint Weapon to block it. As the two weapons clashed, Georgien’s 

Saint Weapon gained a new nick as it took damage once more. This caused his body to be injured as 

well. 

“Blasted, what power is this, how could you be that strong?” Georgien was astounded. Against such a 

powerful strike, he hadn’t even been able to dodge. In the end, he was dominated without even being 

able to use his full strength. 

With these serious injuries, Georgien’s strength had taken a huge dip. In the end after being hit by 

another blast of Jian Chen’s fist, encased in the fire element, to his chest, Georgien flew back with a 

mouthful of blood flying out. 

 


